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MUSIC LISTS

Cities. Like towns, but a bit bigger (sometimes a lot)
THURSDAY 10 DEC 2015 15:05

Since the first city was founded in AD 1, by King Herod (maybe) cities have been all the

rage. They've been popping up all over the shop ever since. There are absolutely loads of

them. Some places even try calling themselves a city (looking at you Elgin) but aren't.

THAT'S how much people like cities. So with that in mind, we've decided to check out

some songs named after cities. 

DAMIEN RICE – PRAGUE

Ah, the jewel of Central Europe. One of the most beautiful cities on the continent, perhaps

even the planet, Prague has it all: romance, adventure, absinthe. And for that reason,

Damien Rice decided to write a song about it, or at least about something happening there.

In typical Rice fashion, it's a dark, moody number that suggests some dark goings on. It's

fantastic. If you fancy seeing it live, he is already confirmed for Latvia's Positivus festival in

2016.
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Festivals in Prague include the fantastic drum and bass-athon Let It Roll. For music fans

with a broader interest, Colours of Ostrava is in the east of the country. Set in an old

factory, it's a highly unique festival and features huge international acts. In the past they

have had Kasabian and Robert Plant, among others. 

KENDRICK LAMAR – COMPTON

One of Kendrick Lamar's finest songs (and that's saying something), Compton is a

celebration of the rapper's home city, south of LA. The youthful city has, sadly, long been

associated with gang violence and crime. Rather than ignore this, Lamar (with fellow
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Compton native Dr Dre) discusses the city's issues frankly, while celebrating its uniqueness

at the same time. A great song encompassing all that is dark, beautiful and different about

Compton. Rumours suggest Kendrick Lamar may get the nod for Glastonbury 2016 and we

really, really hope that's true.

The most famous music festival in California has to be Coachella. Taking place over two
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weekends, it's one of the biggest festivals in the world and the most high profile in the US.

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN – ATLANTIC CITY

Springsteen has sung about a lot of cities in his time, and is famous for glorifying his New

Jersey roots, but Atlantic City is a darker beast. A typical Springsteen track, it discusses the

trials of a hard-working but down on his luck man trying to get by, who is forced to enter

the criminal world. A song of desperation and dying hope, it's arguably one of The Boss's

finest tunes. It's hard to know whether Springsteen will be at any fests in 2016 but as he's

working on a solo album there's a good chance he will do, as he won't be touring his own

work. Watch this space.
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We admit we don't know a huge amount about festivals in New Jersey (though they do

exist), but we'd recommend a little road trip up to the fantastic Governor's Ball in New York.

ARCTIC MONKEYS – FAKE TALES OF SAN FRANCISCO

This is a great song not because of the city it's about, but because of the places it's not

(strictly) about. Namely Rotherham and Hunter's Bar. The song is a perfect microcosm of

the mid-noughties, when band after band tried to emulate American acts such as The

Strokes in style and substance, rather than expressing their roots – something Arctic

Monkeys achieved with aplomb. Moreover, it's just a great song and a good example of

their early brash confidence. The band were voted (along with Florence + The Machine) as

fans' favourites to headline Reading & Leeds in 2016, but nothing has been confirmed so

far.
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As we said, this song isn't really about San Fran at all, so we're going to reprazent a fest

from the boys' home city, Sheffield. Tramlines was one of our favourites in 2015 and we will

definitely be back next year.

LOU REED – BERLIN

Lou Reed might be part of rock and roll folklore now but he'd only done two albums (as a

solo artist) by the time Berlin was released in 1972. The album initially received a lukewarm

reception but has since gone on to achieve critical and, to some degree, commercial

success. The titular track is a great alternative take on Cold War Germany and its now-
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capital. In Berlin, by the wall/You were five foot ten inches tall/It was very nice/Candlelight and

Dubonnet on ice, says Reed, evoking a night of boozy love in seventies Berlin. Check out this

video live from the Bataclan in 1972. 

Berlin isn't short of festivals these days, with Berlin Festival, Rock Am Ring, Rock Im Park and

Melt among the heavyweights. Tollwood is a smaller but no less interesting festival as
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well. 

BON IVER – CALGARY

An eerie, drum-laden track, Calgary is Bon Iver at his very best. Lyrically elusive and

musically profound, it evokes a sense of loneliness as the singer takes to the open road

between cities in the great wide expanse that is North America. Justin Vernon (a.k.a. Bon

Iver) performed with Kanye West during his set at Glastonbury (which we've proved wasn't

a rant) in 2015. So far, he's confirmed for the Wanderland Music and Arts Festival in the

Philippines and Eaux Claire in Wisconsin, but has yet to add any UK dates. Here's a great

acoustic version of the song. 
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Surprisingly, Canada doesn't have a huge number of festivals, but the ones they do have

are good. Sled Island takes places in Calgary, and is a great urban fest taking place all over

the city. A bit like Tramlines, but on a bigger scale. 

RYAN ADAMS – NEW YORK, NEW YORK

This track by Adams immediately took on a new resonance after it was released in late-

2001. Why? The video (below) was shot on 7th September 2001, just days before the 9/11

attacks. The Twin Towers are visible in the background and the video's release was

delayed as a result. Adams may be a huge star now, but he was relatively unknown at the

time. The song itself is a passionate celebration of the singer's adopted home city (he's

from South Carolina originally) and one of the more upbeat tracks from his seminal

album, Gold. So far, he has only been announced for Forecastle 2016, but he performed at

Calling and Glastonbury this year, so it's safe to say he's likely to be on our shores for fest

season next year.
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NY isn't short on music festivals, and Electric Daisy Carnival (which has editions elsewhere)

is arguably its best dance extravaganza.

SHE & HIM – LONDON

Another track that wears its heart on its sleeve, She & Him's London doesn't flinch from the

realities of our capital. Wind, rain, clouds and all manner of shit abound, and yet despite its

lyrics and maudlin pianos, the track is an oddly uplifting song. Kind of like London itself, but
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with more pianos and fewer Nandos.

With Citadel Festival, Calling, Lovebox, Field Day and Wireless, among others, London isn't

short on festivals; in fact, it's one of the best cities in the world for live music. 

BONEY M – BELFAST
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Why would we include a disco track from the seventies by a criminally unfashionable

band? Because it's a stroke of genius, that's why. A song about The Troubles in Northern

Ireland, its upbeat disco rhythms are at odds with the environment and hatred in the

province at the time in a way that highlights the madness of the violence which bedevilled

the region. Many acts have written songs about The Troubles, but none in such an oddly

resonant way. The group, in their current incarnation, performed at Wychwood in 2015, but

2016 festival performances are as of yet unconfirmed.
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Ireland doesn't have a huge number of festivals, but Electric Picnic (in the South) is one of

the larger ones, and well worth checking out. Indiependence is quite a new one, and worth

checking out if you're over there.

EMINEM – AMITYVILLE 

And finally, Eminem's Amityville, which is about his home city of Detroit and the horrors

that crime and police brutality have visited upon it. That's why the city is filled with a bunch

of fucking idiots still/That's why the first motherfucker popping some shit he gets killed/That's

why we don't call it Detroit, we call it Amityville. Love or loath him (we love him), Eminem

knows how to sum a thing up. The rapper hasn't performed live since 2014, but is set to

headline at Lollapalooza in Brazil, Chile and Argentina next year. 
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There are music festivals in the Detroit area, but if we were you, we'd check out

Lollapalooza a few hours away in Chicago. Why? Because it's the original Lollapalooza and

it's fantastic. 

*** 

So that's our rundown of city songs. Did we miss anything out? Let us know and (if we're

not eating Monster Munch) we will reply. Bye! 
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